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DECISION 

This case involves an appeal by ~~e Regents 
of the University of California (~~e "Grantee") from 
a decision of the Regional Director, Region IX (the 
ftRegional Director"), of the Depar~~ent of Health, 
Education, a."ld Welfare ("DREW") upholding a determina
tion by the Assistant Regional Director for Financial 
Management, Region IX (the "ARD/FM") of indirect cost 
rates applicable to the Grantee for the fiscal years 
ending June 30, 1976, and J~,e 30, 1977. 

After submission by the Grantee and by DH~~ 
of their initial documentation relating to this appeal, 
the Board, making an initial determination ~~at no 
material issue of fact appeared to be in dispute, 
ordered on its own motion that an informal conference 
be held with the parties to a3sist in the clarification 
of the complex and difficult questions presented. 
That informal conference was held on March 22 and 
23, 1977', attended by the full panel of the Board, 
representatives of the parties and representatives 
of the National Association of College and University 
Business Officers ("NACUBO"), as an amicus curiae. 
Subsequent to that informal hearing, the parties and 
NACUBO submitted additional briefs. 

1. The Subject of the Aopeal. The Grantee 
receives numerous Federal grants and contracts provid
ing financial assistance for its activities, one major 
category of which is for basic or "organized" research. 
Eligible for reimbursement under those grants and 
contracts are not only costs directly associated with 
the organized research activity, such as salaries 
of research staff, but also a share of certain of 
the "indirect" costs of supporting the Grantee's opera
tions generally. In other contexts, these indirect 
costs are often characterized as "overhead." Rather 
than computing reimburseable indirect costs on a grant
by-grant basis, the Federal government has established 
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procedures for determining overall indirect cost rates 
for each multiple-grant grantee applicable to defined 
categories of grants, relying principally on negotia
tions between the grantee and ~~e designated lead 
Federal agency for that purpose. For educational 
institutions, that agency is DHEW. 

The single indirect cost rate involved in this 
appeal is the Grantee's "on campus organized research" 
ra~e. The Grantee commenced the negotiation process 
with DHEW~for fiscal years 1976 and 1977 by submitting 
a formal detailed proposal on August 15, 1974, based 
on fiscal year 1973 data. Among the proposed indirect 
cost rates was a 35.25% rate for. on campus organized 
research. That is, the grantee proposed that for 
each $100 of total direct costs (modified in a manner 
not here relevant) of Federally-supported organized 
research, the Grantee would be entitled to receive 
an additional $35.25 as an indirect cost reimbursement. 

The indirect cost rate for any given cost object~ 
ive, such as "on campus organized research," is itself 
comprised of numerous component parts, such as maint
enance and operations allowances, building and equip
ment use allowances, general and administrative expenses 
and the like. Each component part is ~~e product 
of a complex analysis of expense categories, cost 
pools, allocation procedures and cost objectives in 
accordance with general cost accounting principles. 
In this case, the Grantee's initial calculations resulted 
in the 35.25% rate for the on campus organized research 
cost objective. 

This appeal involves disputes as to certain 
of the component parts of this proposed rate, as dis
cussed in detail below. 

After the Grantee's original proposal was submit
ted to DEEW, the ARD/PM requested the DHEW Audit Agency 
to review and report on certain aspects of that proposal, 
and informal negotiations commenced. Four reports 
of the Audit Agency resulted: No. 57025-09 dated 
April 15, 1975, No. 67032-09 dated July 1, 1975, No. 
67045-09 dated August 21, 1975, and No. 67042-09 dated 
October 9, 1975. Negotiations between the Grantee 
and the ARD/FM produced agreement as to some but not 
all of the issues then remaining in dispute. On Decem
ber 23, 1975, the ARD/FM made a "determination" that 
the applicable on campus organized research indirect 
cost rate for fiscal years 1976 and 1977 would be 
28.22%. Pursuant to the informal appeal procedures 
of 45 C.F.R., Part 75, the Grantee appealed this determination 
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to the Regional Director, ~~en proposing a revised 
rate of 34.56%. After an in=o~al hearing before 
~~e Regional Director, on ~?ril 7, 1976, the Regional 
Director sustained the ARD/F~ on all material points, 
but adjusted the rate to 29.02%. This appeal followed. 
Further adjustments proposed by the Grantee have modi
fied its currently proposed rate to 33.8%. The DREW 
determined rate remains 29.02%. 

2. The Scope and Nature of Review by ~~e Soard. 
During the ~nformal conference on th~s matter, the 
Board requested that the parties and the amicus address 
themselves to a preliminary question: What ~s the 
proper scope and nature of the review by the Board 
of a DHIDv indirect cost rate determination? The issue 
has been ~~e subject of a variety of formulations 
by the parties and the amicus, sometimes cast in terms 
of which action the Board ~s reviewing (i.e., ~~e 
Grantee's final proposal or ~~e DffEW dete~ination) 
and what is the standard for such review, and at other 
times cast in terms of whether there is any ~presurnp
tion" of validity to the Regional Director's decision 
or in terms of who has the "burden of proof." 

We do not believe that formulations cast in 
terms of "presumptions~ or "burdens" are particularly 
helpful, s~nce such terms merely serve as labels for 
results. Rather the answer must be found in the gen
eral framework of the function of the Board within 
DREW, the general responsibilities of DREW with respect 
to indirect cost rate determinations, the nature of 
the problem involved and the procedural posture in 
which the case reaches us. 

Ca) Function of the Board. The Board 
was established ~n 1973 (38 F.R. 9906) for the 
purpose of reviewing designated classes of post-
award disputes arising in ~~e administration 
of grants by constituent agencies of DHIDv. 
It was designed as a vehicle for the administra
tive resolution of grantee disputes by persons 
having a considerable measure of independence 
(see 45 C.F.R. §16.11) from the agencies directly 
involved in those disputes, and thus as adding 
an additional element of due process to DHmv 
grant administration. 

(b) DREW Responsibilities with Respect 
to Indirect Cost Determ~nat~ons. DHEW has been 
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delegated responsibility by ~~e Congress for 
the a~~inistration of many of the myriad categor
ical grant programs here involved. Wi~~in the 
Federal government, and whether by reason of 
the terms of Reorganization Plan No. I of 1953 
creating DREW or by the te~s of the statutes 
authorizing its various grant programs, no one 
disputes the general responsibility of DHEW 
for the efficient administration of ~~ose programs, 
a responsibility which clearly includes the 
duty to assure that appropriated Federal funds 
are spe~t only for authorized purposes and in 
an authorized manner. DREW's own regulations 
make clear that it "will applyn the cost princi
ples of Appendix D to 45 C.F.R., Part 74, Subpart 
Ql "in determining" ~~e costs incurred "under 
any type of research and development agreement." 
Appendix D, paragraph A.3. Its .procedural regu
lations are consistent wi~~ ~~e concept of depart
mental "determinations". See 45 C.F.R. §l6.5(a) (5) 
and 45 C.F.R. §75.4 and §75.6(c). See also 
the DREW publication OASC-l, "A Guide for Colleges 
and Universities" (September 1974), p.5 (hereinafter 
cited simply as "Guide"), the provisions of 
which were known to the Grantee. In addition, 
the Office of Management and Budget has specif
ically delegated to DHEW the responsibility 
to negotiate and audit indirect cost rates for 
educational institution grantees in respect 
of all Federal programs, whether or not adminis
tered by DHEW. Thus ~~e regulatory fra~ework . 
requires OHEW to make a ~determination" of indi
rect cost rates if the negotiation process reaches 
an impasse. 

We note that although technical questions can be raised as to 
which regulatory formulations of the applicable Federal cost 
principles is here governing, no issue in this case appears 
affected by any variation in such formulations. For convenience 
we will refer only to the provisions of 45 C.F.R., Part 74, Sub
part Q, and Appendix 0 thereto. The text of Appendix 0 (herein
after cited simply as "Appendix On) is derived from OMB (then 
BOB) Circular A-21, redesignated as FMC 73-8 and published as 
34 C.F.R., Part 254, by the General Services Administration and 
subsequently withdrawn from 34 C.F.R. by the Office of Manage
ment and Budget. See also 45 C.F.R. Part 100, Subpart G (Office 
of Education grantees). 
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(c) The ~ature of the Problem. 

(i) The rss~e of Judqrnent. For this 
pur~ose we accept DHEW's 90sition that 
~~e application of cost accounting princi
ples to particular situations requires 
~~e exercise of judgment. The provisions 
of Appendix D are replete to such terms 
as "reasonable", "allocable", "consistent", 
"equitable relationship", "relative benefits" 
ana the like. Indeed, it is general kno~.... 
ledge that the application of "generally 
accepted accounting principles" to particu
lar sets of facts, \vhether those ?rinciples 
involve ~~e accrual or the cash method 
of accounting for financial presentation 
purposes or involve cost accounting for 
reimbursement purposes, requires the exer
cise of professional judgment as to which 
reasonable persons may differ. Even where, 
as in this case, no material underlying 
fact is in dispute, the notions of what 
is "reasonable" or "equitable" or "consis
tent" in particular situations may be rea
sonably disputed. As noted infra, part 
of the problem in this case is that standards 
set forth in the applicable Federal regula
tory structure designed for ~~e guidance 
of the parties during their negotiations 
may not be adequate for a reasoned and 
consistent resolution of disputes once 
those negotiations have reached an impasse. 

(ii) The Issue of Autonomv. Another 
variable in the reV1ew process, working 
at times contrary to other variables, is 
the express degree of individual institutional 
autonomy granted by Appendix D. As paragraphs 
A.2 and C.3 of Appendix D make clear, it 
is DREW policy not to disregard the academic 
philosophies, institutional objectives 
and othe~Nise applicable accounting practices 
of individual grantees. Put another way, 
Appendix 0 appears to contemplate the min
imum degree of Federal interference with 
grantee operations and practices consistent 
with the general notions of equity and 
consistency which are the overriding guides 
to standards of Federal indirect cost reim
bursement. 
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(d) Procedural Posture. It is clear that 
the Board's j~risdiction ~nder 45 C.P.R., Part 
16, derives, in t~e context of t~is case, fron 
an anneal bv the Grantee from t~e adverse deter
mination by-the Regional Director on A?ril 7, 
1976, as to the Grantee's on campus orqanized 
research i~direct cost rate. In ~~at limited 
procedural sense, "ve are revietving only ~:"'e 
Regional Director's decision, not the ?ropriety 
of any proposal for indirect cost rates submitted 
by the Yrantee. 

From the above considerations, ,'Ie conclude that 
the Board should review' DHEN indirect ~ost determinations 
appealed to it on the following basis! 

(i) The Board, as a comnonent part of 
DHEW, must implement such Federal la~ and policy 
as may have been definitively promulgated by 
the Congress and the cognizant Federal agencies;• 

(ii) The Board will not provide a de novo 
review of the DHE~'l cognizant agency offiCIal i s 
decision. The Board is not an adeauate forum 
for making indenendent ad hoc deteiillinations 
as to the appli;ation of cost accounting princi
ples wi~,out regard to prior DHEW determinations 
in "the particular case. 

(iii) On the other hand, the Board will 
not regard any DHEW determination appealed to 
the Board as the beneficiary of an abstract 
presumption of validity, or dispose of its cases 
in terms of failures to meet preassigned burdens 
of proof. 

(iv) The standard of review will be one 
of reasonableness of the previous DR::::1;'T c.eter.nin
ation, viewed in the context of entire record 
and the provisions of App~x:dix 0, including 

2 We note that th~s case involves no disputed material under
lying fact and no hearing in respect thereto. ~o conclusion 
herein necessarily applies to any case involving such a dispute. 
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those provisic~s of Appendix 0 acco=ding to 
individual gra~tee3 wide latitude in adhering 
to their own institutional objectives and account
ing practices. See Oregon Statewide Cost Allo
cation, Docket No. 75-7, Decision ~o. 22, June 
25, 1976, at p.S. 

(v) In reviewing the reasonableness of 
any par~icular DHEW decision as to indirect 
cost rates, the Board will take into account, 
among other things, (A) ~~e histor~ of orior 
DHEW determinations or agreements wi~~ respect 
to the particular grantee involved, (B) ~~e 
extent of changes in past practice involved 
in the current DHEW position, (£) ~~e apparent 
reasonableness and evenhandedness of ~~e grant
ee's own proposals and CD) the consistency and 
uniformity of the current DHEW position in respect 
of the particular grantee when viewed in the 
context of DHEW positions vis-a-vis o~~er grant
ees similarly situated and the practical avail
ability of rule-making procedures for the artic
ulation of such positions. 

(vi) If the Board reverses a prior DHEW 
determination, it will remand the matter to 
the appropriate official for further proceedings 
consistent with the Board's decision. 

3. The Soecific Issues. 

(a) Operation and ~aintenance Allowances; Build
ing Use Allowance; Scu~pment Use Allo'H'ar.ce. Paragraphs 
E.l. and E.2. of Appendix 0 provide general guidance 
for the establishment of appropriate "cost groupings" 
and for the distribution of those cost groupings among 
cost objectives, a process necessary for indirect 
costs II incurred for common or joint objectives" r..;hich 
"cannot be identified soecifically 'tli th a particular 
research project, an instructional activity or any 
other institutional activi ty. " Subparagraph 2. d. (3) 
provides: 

http:Allo'H'ar.ce
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n~~e essential c~nsid~=ation in selec
tion of ~~e distribution oase i~ eac~ i~stance 
is t..~at it be t..1-Ie one best suited for assigr:
ing the pool 0: costs to a~?ertaining cos~ 
objectives in accord ·....·i~~ ':~e relati~Te 

benefits derivedi t..~e t=acea~le cause and 
ef~ect relationship; or logic and reason, 
where neither benefit nor cause and effect 
relationship is deterIlJinable." 

The provisions of paragraph C. (2), clause (c) 
of Appendix D require that costs, to be allowable, 
"must be accorded consistent treat."!'tent t...~rough applica
tion of t..~ose generally accepted accounting principles 
appropriate to t..~e ci=cu.~stances." 

For operation and maintenance expenses and build
ing and equipment use allo~.;ances, paragraph F. 3. of 
Appendix D provides for an allocation to t..~e various 
cost objectives on a basis "that gives primary emphasis 
to snace utilization." ~~ere actual soace ar.d related 
cost-records are available, thev shoul~ be used, but 
if t..~ose records are not acecuate for these purposes, 
Ita reasonable estimate of the proportion of total 
space assigned to t..~e various cost objectives normally 
will suffice •••• n 

~e Grantee's in£o~tion' systeos provide detailed 
data on space by room type (e.g~, l~orato~z, librarz, 
etc.) and on equipment cost by f~,ctional custodian, 
but do not provide data fully identifying t...~e various 
classes of possible users of the space and ecuioment. 
The absence"of that data resulted in a series o~ oro
posals and counter;Jroposals by t..~e Grantee and DH~~'l 
which continued untiL submission of t...~e Grantee's 
appeal to t...1-Ie Board. Each of t..~ose orooosals and 
cOUnterproposals was believed by its' proponent better 
to carry out the general guid~~ce of ~9gendix 0 =eferred 
to above t.~~'l t..~e pr090sal to ',.,hich it: responded. 
In essence r DH~W representatives Objected ~o t..~e Grant
ee's various proposals eit..~er on ~~e ground t...~at t...~ey 
treated certain like t:~es of costs inconsistentLy 
or t...~at they ignored the use for instructional or 
o~~er pur~oses of certain space associated wi~~ units 
classified by ~~e Grantee's room-type analysis as 
"organized research units." Without repeating he=e 
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t.~e some~·mat tortured history of all of these proposals, 
t.'le AP.D/F~>i and the S.egional Director concluded that 
t.~e most equitable allocation of these cost pools 
would be derived ~rom applying t~e rocm-ty?e relat~onships 
developed for the FY1970 indirect cost rates of the 
Grantee (which relationships DREW believed were cor.sis
tently developed) to the actual ~[1973 expense and 
allowance figures supplied by the Grantee. 

The Grantee refused to agree to ~~is allocation 
formula, arguing that its own proposals were reasonable 
and within the latitude allowed under Appendix D, 
that the FY1970 relationships did not reflect current 
utilization relationships and ignored the more sophis
ticated FY1973 data. A considerable portion of t.~e 
informal conference on March 22, 1977, was devoted 
to this issue. See Transcript, pp. 45-115. 

In the meantime, the Grantee had refined its 
own proposal to take account of several of the criti
cisms made by DREW representatives, but none of t.~e5e 
refinements was ultimately acceptable to those repre
sentatives. At the informal conference, DREW maintained 
that the Grantee's proposal still suffered from a 
basic inconsistency, i.e., the allocation of all por
tions of the organized research space "units" identi
fied by the Grantee's data system, including so-called 
"service" or "support" or "conunon" areas associated 
with basic research laboratories, to the organized 
research-objective, while not treating the ot.~er academic 
space in an equivalent manner. In other words, the 
Grantee's data system and met.~odolo~J allocated none 
of the general category of "other academic space," 
which included "service" or "suPPort" or "common" 
areas of the same type (in DH~~'s opinion) as t.~at 
associated wit.~ organized research space solely to 
the instructional cost objective, while it allocated 
all of these areas associated with t.~e organized research 
objective solely to that objective. 

The Grantee attempted in its final proposals 
to respond to the DHETr'i comrnen t that"depart.-nental 
research," not "Federally-sponsored," was or could 
be performed in the space identified" by the Grantee's 
room codes as research-type space, by proposing a 
30-70 allocation, based on an academic personnel sur
vey of effort, for a portion of that space. That 
is, the Grantee proposed to take a portion of the 
space previously identified as organized research 
space and allocate 70% of that space to Federally
sponsored organized research and 30% to departmental 
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research allocable to ~~e instructional cost objective, 
because ~~e effor~ SU~lev fo~nd ~~a~ 70% of the rele
vant staff time was spent on organized research projects. 

DREW in effect responded that that allocat~on 
may be helpful as far as it goes, but that ~~at alloca
tion ought to be applied to the whole of ~~e space 
identified as research type space (including the space 
identified as organized research space), on ~~e ground 
that Federallv-sponsored research is not the sole 
activity carried"on in the space identified by the 
Grantee as o~anized research space. Put another 
way, DHEW argued that if some of the organized research 
space was to be allocated solely to organized research, 
some of the "other academic space" must be allocated 
solely to the instructional cost objective. 

The parties agreed that given the inadequacies 
of the Grantee's FY1973 data base, any allocation 
of these cost pools, giving "primary emphasis to space 
utilization" would lack precision. Wbat DREW termed 
an "inconsistency", ~~e Grantee called an "ambiguity", 
and pointed to the enormous problems of achieving 
precise allocation bases in a university as large 
and complex as the Grantee. The Grantee also noted 
that it had experienced difficulty in responding to 
DREW's request for new cost studies and analyses, 
in effect that DH~d's position in negotiations w~s 
a constantly moving target. 

While we have considerable sympathy with the 
Grantee's data collection and analysis problems, we 
are inclined to agree with the ARD/~1 and ~egional 
Director ~~at the Grantee's proposals in this area 
appear to suffer from a basic inconsistency in approach. 
If the 30-70 split is valid, based on ~~e Grantee's 
effort study, it would seem equally applicable to 
all research space (determined by room-type codes), 
not merely a portion thereof. Alternatively, some 
of the "service" or "support" or "cornmon" space ir.cluded 
within "other academic space" should have been allocated 
solely to the instructional cost objective. 

In a sense, the parties appeared to avoid coming 
to agreement as to the precise issue in this area 
to be resolved by the Board. Each argued that its 
~wn final proposal was reasonable and for this reason 
alone ought to be accepted. In addition, the Grantee 
argued that Appendix D provides broad latitude to 
educational institutions in the indirect cost area 
and that DHEW could not substitute its own judgment 
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for that of ~~e institution, so long as ~~e institution 
stayed within the bounds of =easonableness. 

The broad guidance provided by Appendix D is 
inadequate for ~~e purposes of a precise redetermina
tion of this component part of the Grantee's indirect 
cost rate, on ~~is record, by the Board. In ~~is 
context, and recognizing that for later fiscal years 
~~e parties seem likely to resolve this issue on a 
different factual and conceptual basis, we are not 
inclined to s~stitute our judgment for ~~at of ~~e 
Regional Director, where, as here, that judgment appears 
to be reasonable and addressed to the issue of compara
bility or consistency of cost groupings, and the Grant
ee's own claL~ of reasonableness is impaired by its 
apparent inconsistency of approach. Therefore, as 
to the components in the on-campus organized research 
indirect cost rate represented by operations and main
tenance expenses and building and equipment use allow
ances, we sustain the Regional Director's decision. 

(b) Departmental Administrative Staff Expenses; 
The Use of a T'~on-Federal Direct Char<?e Ecuivalent". 
consistent w~th the account~ng guidel~nes establ~shed 
by the American Council of Education, according to 
the Grantee, the Grantee's data collection system 
identifies with Federally-sponsored research projects 
most of the salary costs of departmental administrative 
personnel directly supporting those projects (permit
ting a direct charge to those projects) but does not 
similarly identify as direct costs the salaries of 
personnel providing direct departmental administrative 
support for non-Federally-sponsored projects. 

Departmental administration salary costs are 
recognized as an element in reirnburseable indirect 
costs by Appendix D, paragraph F.S., to the extent 
they "cannot be directly identified wi~~ a specific 
research project, wi~~ an instructional activity or 
with any other institutional activity.R Since some 
of those costs were identified with organized research 
projects, but wi~~ no other cost objective, ~~e Grantee 
recognized tbe need to reduce this indirect cost pool 
(i.e., all relevant staff salaries less ~~ose directly 
charged to Federal projects) in some manner, in order 
to achieve comparability and consistency. See Appendix 
0, paragraph E.2. (c) (2). Beginning in FY1966, the 
Grantee did this by use of a "non-Federal direct charge 
equivalent" ("L-."FOCE"), based on twin as sumptions that 
grant expenditures net of equipment costs is a proper 
base for measuring necessary administrative staff 
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support and that the adrninist=ative sta:: support 
necessary for a given level of grant expenditures 
is roughly the same for organized research as for 
the Grantee's o~,er cost objectives. 

The Grantee devel0ged its NFDCE by applying 
to non-Federally Sup90rted expenditu=es net of equip
ment and administrat~ve support costs a percentage 
figure equal to ~,e percentage of total ?ederally
supported expenditures, similarly net of equipment 
and administrative support costs, represented by sup
port staff expenses directly charged to the Federal 
projects. The dollar figure represented by this cal
culation was then deducted from the total of the uncharged 
staff salary costs. The remainder of that indirect 
cost pool was then allocated as an indirect cost among 
the Grantee's various cost objectives. 

Prior to the Grantee's proposal for ~!1976 and 
FY1977, it had "averaged" these departmental administra
tive costs by using a single expense pool for the 
entire University for this purpose ~nd making an aggre
gate NFDCE calculation. In 1971, DHEW representatives 
asked the Grantee to undertake an analysis of these 
indirect costs on a departrnent-by-depart~ent basis. 
The Grantee agreed to do so and secured the approval 
of representatives of the DREW Audit Agency for its 
proposed computational methodology. The DREW represen
tatives gid not challenge the basic concept of using 
a NFDCE at that time. 

Based on FY1973 data, the Grantee incurred, 
on a University-wide basis, approximately $38.5 million 
in administrative staff salaries, of which approximately 
$8.6 million were charged directly to Federal projects. 
The Grantee's calculations showed that after applying 
its NFDCE technique to the remaining staff salary 
expense pool for each relevant depart~ent (with adjust
ments not here relevant), a total of approximately 
$13.3 million would be deemed the NFDCE deduction 
from all of the indirect cost pools. That $13.3 million 
figure represents the aggregate of ~'e separate ~1?DCE 
calculations for the various individual departments. 

The Grantee did not, however, propose a ~~DCE 
deduction of $13.3 million, but rather one of approx
imately $7.7 million. The $5.6 million difference 
resulted from two limitations applied by the University. 
First, if the total of the staff salaries not directly 
charged to Federal projects for any department (i.e., 
the remainder of the pool to be allocated) was less 
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than the NFDCE figure for ~~at Depar~~ent, t~e lesser 
arr.ount was used. Second, in depar~~en~s with Federal 
projects which had no staff salaries directly charged 
thereto (usuallv deoart.~ents with a relativelY' s:::all 
degree of ~eder;lly:supported activi ty) no ~·;?DCS fig
ure was used and all staff salaries went into ~~e 
indirect cost pool. 

The results of t..~ese li:nitations prompted JF.'r:'';oJ' 
representatives to challenge ~~e Grantee's application 
of the NFDCE in two resoects, bot.~ of which attacked 
the assumptions on which the NFDCE was based. For 
those departments with uncharged staff salaries less 
than the NFDCE for that depart."!tent, DHEW argued that 
the basic compa~ability assumption underlying ~~e 
NFDCE appeared invalid. For those depar~~ents with 
no NFDCE, they argued t.~at ~~e effect of ~~e obviously 
relatively high non-Federal activity rate would be 
understated. v-Thile the DHE~'l .Auei t Agency recot:r1r.".ended 
disallowance of the entire staff salary pools on t.~e 
basis of total unreliability, the ~~/FM and Regional 
Director concluded that such disallowance would be 
inequitable to t.~e Grantee. As a practical compromise, 
they in effect averaged ~~e application of the separately
calculated departmental ~FDCE's on a University-wide 
basis and allowed the staff salary indirect cost pools, 
after deduction of an aggregate $13.3 ~illion ~FDCE. 

The Grantee has argued ~~at t.~e determinations 
by the ARD/~4 and the Regional Director were self
contradictory and inconsistent in applying an NFDCE 
developed on a dep~ent-by-department basis to the 
University as a whole as though the departmental struc
ture on which the computations were based were irrel
evant. The Grantee concluded t.~at the only logical 
basis for those DHEN determinations was the naked 
result, i.e., a lower Federal reL~ursernent rate. 
As to the lLmitations used by the Grantee to reduce 
the NFDCE offset from $13.3 million to $7.7 million, 
the Grantee contended that each is perfectly logical. 
It makes no sense to charge to non-Federal projects 
"equivalentN salaries in excess of those actually 
expended and, if there is no direct charge of Federal 
salaries to Federal projects in a given department, 
then by definition there ought not be an equivalent 
charge to non-Federal projects. Finally, the Grantee 
has complained t.~at it has been using the NFDCE concept 
since FY1966 and that it developed the department
by-department approach at DHEW's request, only to 
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have DREW reject t~e results of that a99roach. I: 
it returned to the exact basis it used in 9rio= years, 
wherein a single University-wide cost 9001 ~as used 
(instead of separate depar~~ental cost 90015), ~~e 
Grantee contends ~~at ~~e resulting NFCCZ deduction 
from indirect costs would have been sliahtlv smaller 
than the $7.7 figure it used in its proposai. 

We agree wi~~ the .~/FM and ~~e Regional Direc
tor that the "NFDCE, as applied to the Grantee, has 
been demonstrated to be seriously flawed as a comoara
bility measure or technique. Both DHEW and ~~e Grantee 
(at least if the lL~itations which it aOPlied are 
accepted) appear to agree ~~at a depar~;ent-by-depart
ment analysis of ~~ese indirect cost pools tends to 
be a more accurate basic approach, since ~~e costs 
involved are in fact incurred on a departmental level. 
On a departmental basis, however, ~~e assumptions 
upon which ~~e NFDCE concept are based do not appear 
to be valid. ~he resulting ratios in the Grantee's· 
departments in fact appear, to bear no consistent rela
tion to the relative degree or level of Federal or 
non-Federal activity in those depar~~e~ts. While 
the limitations applied by the Grantee to reduce its 
$13.3 million NFDCE to $7.7 million appear to be per
fectly logical and appropriate, considered separately, 
the result of those limitations is the undermining 
of the entire conceptual basis for use of ~~e NFDCE 
by the Grantee. In this context, the DREW representa
tives concluded that there was no real basis, given 
the Grantee's data system, for identifying reasonably 
accurate administrative staff salary pools for an 
indirect cost rate. We agree wi~~ that conclusion. 

The resulting determinations of the ARD/FM and 
Regional Director, to aggregate the separate depar~~ent
al NFDCE figures and then apply ~~at aggregate to 
the University as a single unit was admittedly an 
ad hoc comoromise. In the absence of more accurate 
ttata-Ti.e.: the absence of a basis of reasonableness 
for the Grantee's own proposal), we conclude that 
such an ad hoc determination was reasonable, and sus
tain the~egronal Director on this issue. 
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(c) DO'l'ffi'"e ightincr 0 f D-:,=,art..""':'.ental .;\d..T:tinist=:=. tion 
Exoenses C~arged to Orcranized Resea=~h. A:ter deter
m~nat~on of t~e appropriate and allowab~e indirect 
cost oools for deoart..~ental administ=ation expenses, 
the Grantee allocated those eXDense oools to tl1e var
ious cost objecti~Tes for each depart..';ent on tl1e basis 
of unweighted expenditure relationships within that 
deDar~~ent (or in the case of deans' of=ices, wit~in 
an-entire school or college). In o~~er words, compar
able expenditure figures were established for each 
cost objective on the basis of modified total direct 
costs, and the deDartmental administ=ation indirect 
costs were then ailocated to those cost objectives 
in related percentages. 

During the Audit Agency's review of these cost 
pools and their allocation to Federally-supported 
organized research, it noticed that some depart..~ents 
having relatively high levels of organized research 
activity appeared in general to have low departmental 
administration costs, according to the Grantee's data 
system. Paragraph G.l.b. of Apgendix Dr for example, 
recognizes that "different environmental factors" 
may require different indirect cost rates applicable 
to specific kinds of organized research activity. 
This obse~ation prompted t..~e auditors to wonder about 
the comparability of these indirect cost pools, i.e., 
whether costs accounted for as indirect costs in depart
ments having relatively low levels of Federally-spon
sored research would typically be accounted for as 
direct costs in those with relatively high levels 
of Federally-sponsored activity. 

To test this hypothesis, the auditors conducted 
a statistical regression analysis for t"V'o variables 
at the departmental level: level of organized research 
and level of departmental administration expense, 
each as reflected by ~~e Grantee's data. After receiv
ing the Grantee's critique of the Audit Agency's initial 
analysis, the auditors conducted a second regression 
analysis including a factor of depart..~ental size. 
Based on the resulting "coefficient of correlation" 
of .304, the auditors recommended and the ARD/F!1 and 
Regional Director determined that the allocation of 
the departmental administration cost pools to the 
organized research cost objective ought to be down
weighted by including only 85.58% of those costs as 
Federally reimburseable. Expressed differently, DREW 
concluded that direct organized research costs typically 
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generated approximately 15% less i~ depar~~ental admin
istration costs than ~~e direct costs associated with 
other cost objectives. !n ~~is context we should 
note that ~~is conclusion did not L~olv ~~at Federallv
soonsored oroiects cost less to administer, but only 
that the costs classified bv ~~e Grantee's data system 
as indirect costs tended to-be approxL~ately 15% iess 
as a factor of the level of organized research activity. 

The Grantee challenged ~~is down-weighting on 
a number of grounds. First, it argued ~~at it is 
a universal impression, al~~ough not quantifiable, 
that the administrative burdens associated with Feder
a11y-supported activity are much higher than those 
for state or privately supported progra~s, citing 
such requirements as equal opportunity hiring, cost
sharing, audit and review programs and ~~e like. 
As noted above, to ~~e extent ~~at such administrative 
burdens are direct c~arges to organized research pro
grams, the arg~~ent is not entirely responsive to 
the DREW analysis. 

Second, the Grantee and NACUBO both challenged 
the basic validity of the regression analysis technicue 
used by the Audit Agency, in that it fail~d to isolate 
other errant variables which would tend to force a 
correlation such as that found by the auditors. 

We need not ?tray too far into statistical theory 
in this Case, since we believe that in ~~e context 
of accepted prior practice of the Grantee, questions 
raised about the validity of the analysis and the 
relevant provisions of Appendix D, the record before 
us does not support this down-weighting determination. 

Paragraph E.2(d) (2) of Appendix 03 , while permit
ting use of cost analysis studies in establishing 

3 "(2) Results of cost analysis studies may be u~~d when 
they result in more accurate and equitable distribution of 
costs. Such cost analysis studies may take into consideration 
weighting factors, population, or space occupied if they produce 
equitable results. Cost analysis studies, however, should (a) 
be appropriately documented in sufficient detail for subsequent 
review by the cognizant Federal agency, (b) distribute ~~e in
dLrect costs to the appertaining cost objectives in accord 
with the relative benefits derived, (c) be conducted to fairly 
reflect the true conditions of the activity and to cover repre
sentative transactions for a reasonable period of time, (d) be 
performed specifically a~ the institution at which the results 
are to be used, and (e) be updated periodically and used con
sistently. Any assumptions made in the study will be sufficiently 
supported. The use of cost analysis studies and periodic 
changes in the method of cost distribution must be fully justified. 
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distribution ~et~ods, places significant limitations 
on their acceptability. In ge~eral terms, we believe 
DHEH as well as grantees are subject to t.'1e same gen
era~restra~nts under Appendix D in ~ro~osing modifi
cations of distribution bases sucoorted bv soecial 
analyses such as the one here i:1volvec. ~7e are ~ot 
ruling that t~e Audit Agency study was not a valid 
approach to ~~is problem or could not be sup~orted 
under the provisions of paragraph E.2. (d) (2). We 
hold only that DHEW has not demonstrated to our satis
faction, on this record, that its analysis was fully 
justified. o~ this issue, we reverse ~~e decision 
of the Regional Director and direct that the Grantee's 
unweighted expenditure relationships be accepted for 
the purpose of this issue. 

(d) Allocation of Administrative Stioends. 
The Grantee pays to certa~n of ~ts acade~~c personnel 
"administrative stipends," as a supplement to salary, 
during the periods of time those personnel perform 
predominantly administrative functions, such as that 
of dean, departmental chairman or the like. The sti
pend is a particular reward for serving in the admin
istrative position and lapses when and if that position 
is relinquished. 

The Grantee has historically treated these admin
istrative stipends as a cost sub-pool separate from 
the basic salarv paid to ~~e academic oersonnel serv
ing in those a~i~istrative positions.~ The cost sub
pool of basic salaries is allocated, pursuant to ~~e 
Grantee's survey of relative staff effort, to the 
various cost objectives benefited, including organized 
research, instruction and the like. The ra~aining 
unallocated portion then becomes part of the indirect 
depar~~ental or college-level administration pool, 
allocated to all cost objectives. The administrative 
stipends, however, are initially allocated entirely 
to administration, in three parts: indirect administra
tion, nondepartmental committee work and student admin
istration. 

The Audit Agency recommended, and the &~/~1 
and Regional Director determined, ~~at ~'1e sti?ends 
should be aggregated with basic salaries and then 
allocated to the benefiting functions at the appropri
ate level as a single cost pool. 

The basis for Da~N's action was inconsistency 
of treatment (see Appendix D, paragraph C.2. (c», 
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because ~~e Grantee did not offset against ~'e basic 
salary charge to de?ar"':...llental (or otl:er leve:) ac..'":1in
istration, based on its survey of relative staff $ffort, 
any portion of the stipend. ~hat is, if 50% of a 
given group of basic salaries was charged to depa=~llenta: 
administration, because 50% of t~e effort of ~~ose 
personnel included in ~'e study of relative staff 
effort was devoted to de~artmental a~llinistration, 
it was inconsistent, in bHr~'s view, to charge the 
entire stipend pool to depar~llental administration 
in respect of that same effort, without an offset 
or netting carculation. 

We believe the A..!ID/FH I sand· Regional Director's 
determinations on this issue were correct, in ~~at 
the inconsistent treatment of ~~ese costs was clearly 
evident, and sustain the Regional Director's decision 
in respect thereto. 

(e) "Total Student Hours". Paragraph J.4l. 
of Appendix D provides as follows: 

"Student services costs. Costs of the 
deans of students, ad~inistration of student 
affairs, registrar, placement offices, student 
advisers, student health and infirma~, services, 
and such other activities as are identifiable 
with student services apply only to instruction 
and therefore ara not allocable to research 
agreements, either as direct costs or indirect 
costs. However I in t."1e case of students actually 
engaged in work under rese~rch agreements, a 
proportion of student services costs measured 
by the relationship between hours of work by 
students on such research work and total student 
hours including all research time may be allowed 
as a part of research administration expenses." 

The Grantee has consistently interpreted the 
words "total student hours" to mean the sum of class
room hours and hours worked as a University employee. 

During the 1971 negotiations for t."1e previous 
indirect cost rate for the Grantee, DHEW representatives 
argued that "total student hours" should include student 
study hours and proposed to include two study hours 
for every hour of classroom time. In the interest 
of concluding t.'ose negotiations, DHEW and the Grantee 
agreed to include one study hour for each classroom 
hour, pending an authoritative interpretation of ~,e 
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phrase «total student hours" from the Of~ice of ~anage
ment and Budget. ~espite apparent e:for~s oy t~e 
Grantee and NACUBO since 1971 for such an interpreta
tion, none has ~een ~ort~coni~g. 

Accordincr to DHD-T representatives, the Cepart.'!lent' s 
current oolicv-is that "to~al student hours" do~s 
include study-time. 'rhat policy, hO'dever I has :lever 
been reduced to writing inter~ally, or quantified, 
or made the subject of any formal DREW notice to grantees. 
Nonetheless, in the Guide, at page 61, DHEW has provided 
to the grantee community a sample format for use under 
paragraph J.4l. of Appendix D, in which hours other 
than work and classroom hours are descri~ed as "(h]ours 
spent registering, hours spent in job placement inter
views, and hours spent in all ot.~er related student 
activities." 

If this description was intended to clarify 
the DH~d position as~to the ~~iguities inherent-in 
the curious phrase "total student hours," it surely 
failed to do so. Indeed, it is somewhat difficult, 
in the context of t.~at desc~i?tion in the Guide, to 
include study time as "related student activities." 
One would have supposed that studying ~as a prL~ary 
student objective. 

Whi·le we think that as a matter of logic and 
sound policy there is considerable justification for 
including study time in t.~e student hours base for 
purposes of paragraph J.4l., we believe that in t.~e 
context of a well-known and publicized issue relating 
to an interpretation of Appendix D in general terms, 
and not as applied to a particular set of facts, DREW 
cannot insist on its own position on that issue in 
the individual audit process. Ela~ental evenhandedness 
requires, in this context, a clarifying amendment 
to paragraph J.4l. Where t.~e issue is one of general 
interpretation of the governing Federal standards, 
it is inequitable for DREW to rely on individual audits 
and varying regional applications of the Depart.'!lent's 
unarticulated policy position. For this reason, we 
reverse the decision of the Regional Director on this 
issue and rule that until paragraph J.4l is amended, 
study hours are not to be included in the base of 
"total student hours." 

(f) Treatment of Student Apolication Fees. 
Paragraph C.S.a. of Appendix D provides: 

"The term applicable credits refers to 
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those recei?t or negative expenditure types 
of transactions which operate to o=:set or =educe 
expense ite~s that are allocable to researc~ 
agreements as direct or i~direct costs. Ty?ical 
exa~ples of such transactions are: purchase 
discounts, rebates, or allowances; recoveries 
or indemnities on losses; sales of scrao or 
incidental services; and adjust~ents of"overpay
ments or erroneous charges.~ 

In the course of audit, the DREW Audit Agen~z 
noticed that there were expenses relating to ~~e stu
dent admissions offices which were not congruent with 
the allocation base of "total student hours.~ These 
were the expenses of processing applications which 
were rejected, i.e., of those persons who contributed 
no student hours. In an attempt to compensate for 
this noncongruence, DHEW determined that it should 
credit the admissions office expense pool with ~~e 
application fees paid by all applicants, based on 
paragraph C.S.a. quoted above. This was done on the 
basis of materials in ~~e Grantee's catalogues indica
ting that the purpose of the fees was to defray the 
cost of'processing applications. 

As in the case of the immediately prior issue 
relating to "total student hours," the applicable 
provisions of Appendix D do not provide sure footing 
for a definitive resolution of ~~is issue. Nor do 
the elusive concepts of genera:ly accepted accounting 
principles as applied to cost accounting by universities. 

For the reasons noted below, until and unless 
paragraph C.S.a. of Appendix D is appropriately clari
fied and whatever the validity of making some adjust
ment to the adnissions office expense pool in respect 
of rejected applicants, ~Ye believe that ~~e Grantee's 
treatment of these fees was reasonable, was wi~~in 
the range of accounting acceptability and was not 
intended to take,inequitable advantage of existi~g 
Fe~eral reimbursement guidelines • 

•Unlike parking lots, in which ·fees are credited 
to expenses, or computer or reproduction centers which 
are supported in part by user charges, it is not the 
admissions offices' own activities which are generating 
these fees. The student is not applying for admission 
to that office, but rather to the University, or to 
a specific school or college within it. Thus ~~e 
unit generating those fees is not the admissions office 
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but rather the entire Grantee, or relevant component 
institution. This view of these fees is consistent 
with (although not controlled by) the Grantee's credit
ing of them to its general funds accounts. 

In addition, the cost of processing applications 
has not been identified by the Grantee in any way 
which would make the credit meaningful. The aggregate 
of those fees may exceed or be less than those costs. 

Finally, we think that reliance on the stated 
catalogue explanation for these fees may place too 
much weight on the alleged "purpose" for charging 
the fee. For it may be that, as the Grantee has argued, 
another, and perhaps dominant "purpose" of these fees 
is the simple discouragement of frivolous applications. 
The revenue, in this view, is simply a byproduct of 
that purpose. 

For these reasons, the Regional Director's deci
sion as to the credit of these fees under paragraph 
C.S.a. of Appendix D on this issue is reversed. This 
reversal, however, is not intended either (a) to pre
clude an equitable adjustment (if such can be established) 
to the admissions office expense pool in respect of 
fees paid by rejected applicants or (b) to indicate 
any view that an amendment to paragraph C.S.a. of 
Appendix D having the effect of treating the fees 
in question as credits would not be fair or appropri
ate. We hold only that the credit technique does 
not appear appropriate, on this record and in view 
of the present text of paragraph C.S.a. 

4. Conclusion. This case is remanded to the 
Regional D~rector's successor for recalculation of 
the FY1976 and FY1977 indirect cost rates for the 
Grantee in a manner consistent with the decisions 
herein. 

/s/ Wilmot R. Hastings, Chairman 

/s/ Francis D. DeGeorge 

/s/ Edwin Yourman 




